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Learn How To Draw Manga in this Step-by-Step Manga Drawing Tutorial! In this Manga book, you

will learn how to draw the following important things:PlotCharacter Traits (Blood Type, Birth Date,

MBTI Technique)Back StoryDrawing your Character (Typical Male and Female Standing Form,

Body Proportion, Facial Expressions, Eyes, Nose and Mouth, Hands, Hair, Clothes, Character at

Rest, Character in Motion)Coloring and DetailingSpeed LinesAdding Effects and other

Add-onsGeneral Manga TipsHow to Draw Manga: The Complete Beginners Guide to Mastering the

Art of Drawing Manga is a simple and easy-to-follow book that presents a comprehensive system

that will allow even a beginner to create their very own manga that follows most of the standard

conventions of the genre.Learning how to draw manga books has truly never been simpler â€“ the

author walks you through the entire creative process, starting with developing a plot, creating

characters, fleshing them out with the appropriate traits, and of course a wealth of information

related to the actual manga drawing itself.Properly creating your characters is essential to mastering

manga, and the book details all of the core parts of the process. Youâ€™ll learn about blood type,

astrological significance and birth dates, and the MBTI technique, all of which will help you to create

believable characters to build your stories around.The book also includes an incredible amount of

information on how to draw manga characters. The typical form and anatomy of both male and

female characters is addressed, as well as other artistic concepts such as body proportion and

facial expression. Special attention is paid to educating the reader on the proper techniques for

drawing facial features manga style. Getting the look of the eyes, nose, mouth, hands, and hair all

just so is absolutely integral to truly mastering manga, and this book provides you a multitude of

techniques that will help you master this critical details.After the reader has a solid grasp on plot,

back story, character creation and traits, and how to draw them, additional sections of the book deal

with setting and extra detail youâ€™ll often have to draw in manga books and settings.There is a

section devoted specifically to clothing that details the secrets of getting their outfits drawn just right.

There are also sections devoted to drawing figures in motion versus figures at rest â€“ youâ€™ll

learn exactly how to properly employ speed lines and other special effects on these chapters.The

final sections of the book deal with the finishing touches; primarily coloring and detailing of your

manga, though there are other final considerations to polish as well. Once youâ€™ve worked your

way through this book, youâ€™ll have an extremely firm grasp on the entire process of how to draw

manga, from beginning to post-production finish.So if you or someone you know is interested in the

manga style and interested in learning how to draw it themselves, pick up a copy of this book for

them. Youâ€™ll have a hard time finding a more comprehensive and complete guide that can



quickly and easily teach people how to properly create and draw manga characters.Prepare your

sketchpad and drawing materials now, and start practicing how to draw manga! Be a manga master

starting today by downloading a copy of this book " How to Draw Manga: The Complete Beginners

Guide to Mastering The Art of Drawing Manga - A Step-By-Step Manga Drawing Tutorialâ€•Tags:

How to draw manga, how to draw manga books, how to draw manga characters, manga, drawing

manga, mastering manga, manga drawing, how to draw anime, anime, draw anime, how to draw
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Speaking specifically of the proportion area of the book, the male and female images shown are

cheap trace overs of Fred Perry's work in "how to draw manga #24 gold digger edition" from about

2003. I'm not entirely sure about other images in the book, I just caught this because I happen to

own that particular issue. Seriously, make your own fricken source material.

I like the book for its way of explaining but since I'm more of a "visual" learner I couldn't picture the

techniques they were explaining in the book. There weren't enough pictures to help with the

explanations. Other than that its perfect for any beginner Manga Artist.



HTDM gives readers a good overview of Manga. Does a good job of explaining the styles, how to

develop appropriate characters, etc. It goes a great job of TELLING you how to draw manga more

than it does SHOWING you how. I would have preferred more pictures. But maybe that's cuz I'm a

visual kinda personoid.

This is a very concise and straight to the point book on drawing manga characters for beginners.

Shows you everything from each body part to clothes and even how to convey movement. If you are

looking to learn to draw manga characters this book is a great place to start.

I bought this book in hopes that I could learn a thing or two about drawing. While I did learn a few

things, I also learned that I am still terrible at drawing. I certainly need more practice, but this book

goes a fantastic job of laying down the foundation of drawing.

This is certainly a different topic. I generally don't read books on arts and drawing. This was really

different. I knew this word from cartoons I watched. The book illustrates in detail about how to draw

step by step, from eyes , nose, hands , hair and almost everything. It was fascinating experience

overall. I may try out some of the methods mentioned in the book.Short but sweet experience

Could it be so simple? A friend of mine urged me to start drawing manga, as Iâ€™m a big fan of

Japanese drawings, but I wasn't so sure about it. So I decided to look for some help, and I found

this book! I think that learning something new is one of the most difficult challenges you can set

yourself up to. But not with this book! All the techniques are explained step by step, so it is very

easy to learn, even if you know nothing about drawing. You have to try it out! It certainly helped me.

This book takes you through drawing manga cartoons, from conception to development. It goes into

how to figure out your characters and how to keep the frames from becoming monotonous. I would

have liked to see some more examples, but the examples provided and explanations were enough

to give a good idea of where to go. Overall, I liked it very much.
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